Technical specifications
intimus
FlashEx
Professional
Flash media
Destruction
Suitable media:
SSD Drives
Smartphones
Mobile phones
Mini-tablets
USB-Sticks

intimus FlashEx
Cut size*

4 x 15 mm / 0,16x 0,6 inch

SecurityLevel (DIN66399)
Cuttingcapacity/hour*

E-3
ca. 100 Mobile phones ca. 500 USB-Sticks

Working width
Voltages

165 mm / 6,5 inch
230 V/50 Hz, 120 V/60 Hz

Noise level
Dimensions(WxDxH)

ca. 65 dB (A)
580 x 610 x 980 mm 22,8 x 24 x 39 inch

Weight

116 kg / 256 lbs

* Particle length may vary depending on shredding material and ambient conditions.

www.intimus.com

NEW TECHNOLOGY IS
CHALLENGING DATA
SECURITY
In our world of ever changing technology, digital
devices such as Smartphones, Mini-tablets and
SSD Drives are essential in daily lives for all of us
and especially in the work place.
These devices are not only used for data storage, they
are now at the center of communication for the world.
E-mails are written, photos are taken, and documents
are edited.

Do we know where these devices end up once they
become outdated and are discarded for new faster
technology? The special functionality of flash- memory in
devices, simple deleting or overwriting of data is nearly
impossible.
In addition to Data Security Laws globally, it is typically
the responsibility of each company to protect their
intellectual property against unauthorized individuals. So
how these devices are taken out circulation is key in
safeguarding sensitive information.

50 JAHRE ERFAHRUNG
IN DATENSCHUTZ
Intimus International has over fifty years experience of
developing and manufacturing products that address the
destruction and sanitization of media containing sensitive
information. Intimus introduced the first paper shredder
to be used in the office environment many years ago. And
now intimus develops and introduces the first office
environment multimedia digital destroyer, FlashEx!
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DESTRUCTION OF
FLASH MEDIA
AT THE WORKPLACE
This unique product only requires standard power,
unlike industrial shredders that need special power
requirements, dedicated areas in your facility
because of noise and dust. Our FlashEx is “plug and
play “and can be used anywhere in the work place.
The intimus FlashEx is the only safe and reliable way
to protect and destroy your sensitive multimedia and
digital formats in the workplace in real time, not
having to store it for pick up, increasing the potential
for data theft. Call us today for more details on this
product and let us share our complete product
portfolio with you on our complete line of information
destruction devices
The FlashEx has a specially designed solid cutting
head which grabs the material with specially
designed claw like cutting cylinders pulling material
into the unit. It automatically reverses itself on thicker
material until the item is totally destroyed to 4X15mm
end waste particle. The FlashEx has incorporated an
Auto Safety feed opening, keeping the operator safe
but still able to watch the destruction through the
viewing window. The i-control operation unit is
guaranteeing an easy-to-use machine and provides
full control to the operator.
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